
World’s 1st Home Use Remote Control
Lumbar/Cervical Traction Bed with Smart
Features - ALPHA by Lumbar Traction M’sia
Lumbar Traction Malaysia PLT introduces
its latest model named, ALPHA. A device
that can help heal/ relieve back & neck
pain very effectively.

JOHOR BAHRU, JOHOR, MALAYSIA,
April 18, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ --
JOHOR BAHRU, MALAYSIA - 1/05/2017
- Lumbar Traction Malaysia PLT
introduces its first flagship model named,
the ALPHA. Traction therapy has been
practiced for a thousand years and has
worked wonders for many suffering from
back/ neck pain. The ALPHA offers
sufferers of back/ neck pain a device that
can help heal/ relieve their pain very
effectively. There are no need for
medicines, doctor appointments, surgery,
exercises and you don’t even need to leave your home!

The ALPHA creates a whole new revolution in back/ neck care and pain relief. Until now, back/ neck

The user only needs to lie
down on the bed for 20-30
minutes a day. Its that simple.
Truly the best device available
for back/ neck pain”

Mr. Yap

pain sufferers have to travel to a physical therapist for any
traction therapy. Even if they can afford to purchase a hospital
version of the traction bed, it cannot be operated alone and
would require a trained personnel to operate. It is simply too
expensive, complicated and takes up too much space. 

Low quality manual traction beds and even portable ones are
worse. They are not reliable and does not allow the user to set
any settings. They break easily and is extremely difficult to
operate. They present many dangers that is simply not worth

the risk. After extensive research, it was found that the market is filled with devices that does not
work. This was the initial motivation behind the development of ALPHA. 

Mr Yap, the founder of Lumbar Traction Malaysia PLT suffered from back pain at an early age and has
tried Western physicians, Chiropractors, Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) physicians from both
Malaysia and China. He tried everything from oral medication, injections, acupuncture, joint
manipulation, physical therapy and exercises. It was until the lower back pain became unbearable and
severely affected day to day life that Mr Yap discovered the incredible benefits of Lumbar Traction
beds.”The user only needs to lie down on the bed for 20-30 minutes a day. Its that simple. If you add
some stretching and strengthening exercises to your routine, you can see amazing results. It is truly

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://lumbartraction.my
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ALPHA by Lumbar Traction M’sia

World’s 1st Home Use Remote Control Lumbar/Cervical
Spinal Traction Bed with Smart Features

the best device available for back/ neck
pain,” said Mr Yap. 

Mr Yap, being Malaysian found that
traction beds are not available in
Malaysia. He felt a responsibility to
introduce this amazing device to his
countrymen. He vowed to solve the
above issues and develop a one man
operated, remote controlled with smart
display features, safe, comfortable,
reliable, accurate and affordable Lumbar
& Cervical Traction bed. Most
importantly, it must be suitable for home
use.

The result was ALPHA, a World No.1 feat
jointly created by Users, Manufacturer
and Medical Professionals. It is the
World’s First English Language Electric
Remote Control Lumbar/ Cervical
Traction Bed with Smart Features for
Home Use!

Amazing features of the ALPHA:

1.1st in the World - Remote control with
Smart Display features for home use
2.Emergency Stop Button
3.REAL Force Compensation
4.Safety - Traction Bed will work even
with sensor wire cut off/ damaged
5.Anti Clip Technology
6.One Man Operation
7.Very Sturdy
8.REAL & Accurate Display
9.High End Traction Belt

Contact Us today at info@lumbartraction.my or visit us for more info at http://lumbartraction.my

Distributorship opportunities available!
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Lumbar Traction Malaysia PLT
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